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Abstract

This paper discusses and compares five major
tree-generation algorithms for genetic program-
ming, and their effects on fitness:RAMPED
HALF-AND-HALF, PTC1, PTC2, RANDOM-
BRANCH, and UNIFORM. The paper compares
the performance of these algorithms on three ge-
netic programming problems (11-Boolean Multi-
plexer, Artificial Ant, and Symbolic Regression),
and discovers that the algorithms do not have a
significant impact on fitness. Additional experi-
mentation shows that tree size does have an im-
portant impact on fitness, and further that the
ideal initial tree size is very different from that
used in traditional GP.

1 INTRODUCTION

The issue of population initialization has received surpris-
ingly little attention in the genetic programming literature.
[Koza, 1992] established theGROW, FULL, andRAMPED
HALF-AND-HALFalgorithms, only a few papers have ap-
peared on the subject, and the community by and large still
uses the original Koza algorithms.

Some early work was concerned with algorithms simi-
lar to GROWbut which operated on derivation grammars.
[Whigham, 1995a,b, 1996] analyzed biases due to popula-
tion initialization, among other factors, in grammatically-
based genetic programming. [Geyer-Schulz, 1995] also de-
vised similar techniques for dealing with tree grammars.

The first approximately uniform tree generation algorithm
was RAND-TREE[Iba, 1996], which used Dyck words
to choose uniformly from all possible tree structures of a
given arity set and tree size. Afterwards the tree structure
would be populated with nodes. [Bohm and Geyer-Schulz,
1996] then presented an exact uniform algorithm for choos-
ing among all possible trees of a given function set.

Recent tree generation algorithms have focused on speed.
[Chellapilla, 1997] devisedRANDOMBRANCH, a simple al-
gorithm which generated trees approximating a requested
tree size. After demonstrating problems with theGROWal-
gorithm, [Luke, 2000b] modifedGROWto producePTC1
which guaranteed that generated trees would appear around
an expected tree size. [Luke, 2000b] also presentedPTC2
which randomly expanded the tree horizon to produce trees
of approximately the requested size. All three of these al-
gorithms are linear in tree size.

Both [Iba, 1996] and [Bohm and Geyer-Schulz, 1996] ar-
gued for the superiority of their algorithms over the Koza
standard algorithms. [Whigham, 1995b] showed that bias-
ing a grammar-based tree-generation algorithm could dra-
matically improve (or hurt) the success rate of genetic pro-
gramming at solving a given domain, though such bias
must be hand-tuned for the domain in question.

In contrast, this paper examines several algorithms to see if
any of the existing algorithms appears to make much of a
difference, or if tree size and other factors might be more
significant.

2 THE ALGORITHMS

This paper compares five tree generation algorithms from
the literature. These algorithms were chosen for their
widely differing approaches to tree creation. The chief al-
gorithm not in this comparison isRAND-TREE[Iba, 1996].
This algorithm has been to some degree subsumed by a
more recent algorithm [Bohm and Geyer-Schulz, 1996],
which generates trees from a truly uniform distribution (the
original unachieved goal ofRAND-TREE).

The algorithms discussed in this paper are:

2.1 Ramped Half-And-Half and Related Algorithms

RAMPED HALF-AND-HALFis the traditional tree gener-
ation algorithm for genetic programming, popularized by



[Koza, 1992]. RAMPED HALF-AND-HALFtakes a tree
depth range (commonly 2 to 6 – for this and future refer-
ences, we define “depth” in terms of number of nodes, not
number of edges). In other respects, the user has no control
over the size or shape of the trees generated.

RAMPED HALF-AND-HALFfirst picks a random value
within the depth range. Then with 1/2 probability it uses
theGROWalgorithm to generate the tree, passing it the cho-
sen depth; otherwise it uses theFULL algorithm with the
chosen depth.

GROWis very simple:

GROW(depthd, max depthD)
Returns:a tree of depth≤D − d
If d = D, return a random terminal
Else

◦ Choose a random function or terminalf
If f is a terminal, returnf
Else

For each argumenta of f ,
Fill a with GROW(d + 1,D)

Returnf with filled arguments

GROWis started by passing in 0 ford, and the requested
depth forD. FULL differs from GROWonly in the line
marked with a◦. On this line,FULL chooses a nonter-
minal function only, never a terminal. ThusFULL only
creates full trees, and always of the requested depth.

Unlike other algorithms, because it does not have a size pa-
rameter,RAMPED HALF-AND-HALFdoes not have well-
defined computational complexity in terms of size.FULL
always generates trees up to the depth bound provided. As
[Luke, 2000b] has shown,GROWwithout a depth bound
may, depending on the function set, have an expected tree
size of infinity.

2.2 PTC1

PTC1 [Luke, 2000b] is a modification of theGROWalgo-
rithm which is guaranteed to produce trees around a finite
expected tree size. A simple version of PTC1 is described
here. PTC1 takes a requested expected tree size and a max-
imum legal depth. PTC1 begins by computingp, the prob-
ability of choosing a nonterminal over a terminal in order
to maintain the expected tree sizeE as:

p =
1− 1

E∑

n∈N

1
|N |bn

whereN is the set of all nonterminals andbn is the arity of
nonterminaln. This computation can be done once offline.
Then the algorithm proceeds to create the tree:

PTC1(precomputed probabilityp, depthd, max depthD)
Returns:a tree of depth≤D − d
If d = D, return a random terminal
Else if a coin-toss of probabilityp is true,

Choose a random nonterminaln
For each argumenta of n,

Fill a with PTC1(p,d + 1,D)
Returnn with filled arguments

Else return a random terminal

PTC1 is started by passing inp, 0 for d, and the maximum
depth forD. PTC1’s computational complexity is linear or
nearly linear in expected tree size.

2.3 PTC2

PTC2 [Luke, 2000b] receives a requested tree size, and
guarantees that it will return a tree no larger than that tree
size, and no smaller than the size minus the maximum arity
of any function in the function set. This algorithm works
by increasing the tree horizon at randomly chosen points
until it is sufficiently large.PTC2in pseudocode is big, but
a simple version of the algorithm can be easily described.

PTC2 takes a requested tree sizeS. If S = 1, it returns a
random terminal. Otherwise it picks a random nonterminal
as the root of the tree and decreasesS by 1. PTC2 then
puts each unfilled child slot of the nonterminal into a setH ,
representing the “horizon” of unfilled slots. It then enters
the following loop:

1. If S≤|H |, break from the loop.

2. Else remove a random slot fromH . Fill the slot with
a randomly chosen nonterminal. DecreaseS by 1.
Add to H every unfilled child slot of that nontermi-
nal. Goto #1.

At this point, the total number of nonterminals in the tree,
plus the number of slots inH , equals or barely exceeds
the user-requested tree size.PTC2finishes up by removing
slots fromH one by one and filling them with randomly
chosen terminals, untilH is exhausted.PTC2 then returns
the tree.

PTC2’s computational complexity is linear or nearly linear
in the requested tree size.

2.4 RandomBranch

RANDOMBRANCH[Chellapilla, 1997] is another interesting
tree-generation algorithm, which takes a requested tree size
and guarantees a tree of that size or “somewhat smaller”.



Problem Domain Algorithm Parameter Avg. Tree Size

11-Boolean Multiplexer RAMPED HALF-AND-HALF (No Parameter) 21.2
11-Boolean Multiplexer RANDOMBRANCH Max Size: 45 20.0
11-Boolean Multiplexer PTC1 Expected Size: 9 20.9
11-Boolean Multiplexer PTC2 Max Size: 40 21.4
11-Boolean Multiplexer UNIFORM-even Max Size: 42 21.8
11-Boolean Multiplexer UNIFORM-true Max Size: 21 20.9
Artificial Ant RAMPED HALF-AND-HALF (No Parameter) 36.9
Artificial Ant RANDOMBRANCH Max Size: 90 33.7
Artificial Ant PTC1 Expected Size: 12 38.5
Artificial Ant PTC2 Max Size: 67 35.3
Artificial Ant UNIFORM-even Max Size: 65 33.9
Artificial Ant UNIFORM-true Max Size: 37 36.8
Symbolic Regression RAMPED HALF-AND-HALF (No Parameter) 11.6
Symbolic Regression RANDOMBRANCH Max Size: 21 11.4
Symbolic Regression PTC1 Expected Size: 4 10.9
Symbolic Regression PTC2 Max Size: 18 11.1
Symbolic Regression UNIFORM-even Max Size: 19 11.2
Symbolic Regression UNIFORM-true Max Size: 11 10.8

Table 1: Tree Generation Parameters and Resultant Sizes

RANDOMBRANCH(requested sizes)
Returns:a tree of size≤s
If a nonterminal with arity≤s does not exist

Return a random terminal
Else

Choose a random nonterminaln of arity≤s
Let bn be the arity ofn
For each argumenta of n,

Fill a with RANDOMBRANCH(b s
bn
c)

Returnn with filled arguments

BecauseRANDOMBRANCHevenly dividess up among the
subtrees of a parent nonterminal, there are many trees that
RANDOMBRANCHsimply cannot produce by its very na-
ture. This makesRANDOMBRANCHthe most restrictive of
the algorithms described here.RANDOMBRANCH’s com-
putational complexity is linear or nearly linear in the re-
quested tree size.

2.5 Uniform

UNIFORMis the name we give to the exact uniform tree
generation algorithm given in [Bohm and Geyer-Schulz,
1996], who did not name it themselves.UNIFORMtakes
a single requested tree size, and guarantees that it will cre-
ate a tree chosenuniformly from the full set of all possible
trees of that size, given the function set.UNIFORMis too
complex an algorithm to describe here except in general
terms.

During tree-generation time,UNIFORM’s computational
complexity is nearly linear in tree size. However,UNI-
FORMmust first compute various tables offline, including a
table of numbers of trees for all sizes up to some maximum
feasibly requested tree sizes. Fortunately this daunting task
can be done reasonably quickly with the help of dynamic
programming.

During tree-generation time,UNIFORMpicks a node se-
lected from a distribution derived from its tables. If the
node is a nonterminal,UNIFORMthen assigns tree sizes to
each child of the nonterminal. These sizes are also picked
from distributions derived from its tables.UNIFORMthen
calls itself recursively for each child.

UNIFORMis a very large but otherwise elegant algorithm;
but it comes at the cost of offline table-generation. Even
with the help of dynamic programming,UNIFORM’s com-
putational complexity is superlinear but polynomial.

3 FIRST EXPERIMENT

[Bohm and Geyer-Schulz, 1996] claimed thatUNIFORM
dramatically outperformedRAMPED HALF-AND-HALF,
and argued that the reason for this wasRAMPED HALF-
AND-HALF’s highly non-uniform sampling of the initial
program space. Does uniform sampling actually make
a significant difference in the final outcome? To test
this, the first experiment compares the fitness ofRAMPED
HALF-AND-HALF, PTC1, PTC2, RANDOMBRANCH, and
two different versions ofUNIFORM(UNIFORM-true and



UNIFORM-even, described later). It is our opinion that
the “uniformity” of sampling among the five algorithms
presented is approximately in the following order (from
most uniform to least):UNIFORM(of course),PTC2,
RAMPED HALF-AND-HALF, PTC1, RANDOMBRANCH.

The comparisons were done over three canonical genetic
programming problem domains, 11-Boolean Multiplexer,
Artificial Ant, and Symbolic Regression. Except for the
tree generation algorithm used, these domains followed the
parameters defined in [Koza, 1992], using tournament se-
lection of size 7. The goal of 11-Boolean Multiplexer is
to evolve a boolean function on eleven inputs which per-
forms multiplexing on eight of those inputs with regard to
the other three. The goal of the Artificial Ant problem is to
evolve a simple robot ant algorithm which follows a trail of
pellets, eating as many pellets as possible before time runs
out. Symbolic Regression tries to evolve a symbolic math-
ematical expression which best fits a training set of data
points.

To perform this experiment, we did 50 independent runs for
each domain using theRAMPED HALF-AND-HALFalgo-
rithm to generate initial trees. From there we measured the
mean initial tree size and calibrated the other algorithms
to generate trees of approximately that size. This calibra-
tion is not as simple as it would seem at first. For example,
PTC1 can be simply set to the mean value, and it should
produce trees around that mean. However, an additional
complicating factor is involved: duplicate rejection. Usu-
ally genetic programming rejects duplicate copies of the
same individual, in order to guarantee that every initial in-
dividual is unique. Since there are fewer small trees than
large ones, the likelihood of a small tree being a duplicate
is correspondingly much larger. As a result, these algo-
rithms will tend to produce significantly larger trees than
would appear at first glance if, as was the case in this exper-
iment, duplicate rejection is part of the mix. Hence some
trial and error was necessary to establish the parameters re-
quired to produce individuals of approximately the same
mean size asRAMPED HALF-AND-HALF. Those param-
eters are shown in Table 1.

In the PTC1 algorithm, the parameter of consequence is
the expected mean tree size. For the other algorithms, the
parameter is the “maximum tree size”. ForPTC2, RAN-
DOMBRANCH, andUNIFORM-even, a tree is created by
first selecting an integer from the range 1 to the maximum
tree size inclusive. This integer is selected uniformly from
this range. InUNIFORM-true however, the integer is se-
lected according to a probability distribution defined by the
number of trees of each size in the range. Since there are
far more trees of size 10 than of 1 for example, 10 is chosen
much more often than 1. For each remaining algorithm, 50
independent runs were performed with both problem do-

Fisher LSD Algorithm Tukey
PTC2
PTC1

RAMPED HALF-AND-HALF
UNIFORM-true
UNIFORM-even
RANDOMBRANCH

Table 2: ANOVA Results for Symbolic Regression. Al-
gorithms are in decreasing order by average over 50 runs
of best fitness per run. Vertical lines indicate classes with
statistically insignificant differences.

mains. ECJ [Luke, 2000a] was the genetic programming
system used.

Figures 1 through 6 show the results for the various al-
gorithms applied to 11-Boolean Multiplexer. Figures 8
through 13 show the results for the algorithms applied to
Artificial Ant. As can be seen, the algorithms produce sur-
prisingly similar results. ANOVAs at 0.05 performed on
the algorithms for both the 11-Boolean Multiplexer prob-
lem and the Artificial Ant problem indicate that there is
no statistically significant difference among any of them.
For Symbolic Regression, an ANOVA indicated statisti-
cally significant differences. The post-hoc Fisher LSD and
Tukey tests, shown in Figure 2, reveal thatUNIFORMfares
worse than all algorithms exceptRANDOMBRANCH!

4 SECOND EXPERIMENT

If uniformity provides no statistically significant advan-
tage, what then accounts for the authors’ claims of im-
provements in fitness? One critical issue might be average
tree size. If reports in the literature were not careful to nor-
malize for size differences (very easy given thatRAMPED
HALF-AND-HALF has no size parameters, and duplicate
rejection causes unforseen effects) it is entirely possible
that significant differences can arise.

The goal of the second experiment was to determine how
much size matters. UsingUNIFORM-even, we performed
30 independent runs each for the following maximum-size
values: 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, 20, 25, 30,
40, 50, 60, 80, 100. The test problem domains were again
11-Boolean Multiplexer, Artificial Ant, and Symbolic Re-
gression with two features modified. First, the population
size was reduced from 500 (the standard in [Koza, 1992]) to
200, to speed up runtime. Second, the runs were only done
for eight generations, rather than 50 (standard for [Koza,
1992]). The reasoning behind this is that after eight gen-
erations or so the evolutionary system has generally settled
down after initial “bootstrapping” effects due to the tree-
generation algorithm chosen.



Figures 7, 14, and 21 show the results of this experiment.
The light gray dots represent each run. The dark gray dots
represent the means of the 30 runs for each maximum-size
value. Because of duplicate rejection, runs typically have
mean initial tree sizes somewhat different from the values
predicted by the provided maximum-size. Also note the ap-
parent horizontal lines in the 11-Boolean Multiplexer data:
this problem domain has the feature that certain discrete fit-
ness values (multiples of 32) are much more common than
others.

These graphs suggest that the optimal initial tree size for
UNIFORM-even for both domains is somewhere around
10. Compare this to the standard tree sizes which occur
due toRAMPED HALF-AND-HALF: 21.2 for 11-Boolean
Multiplexer and 36.9 for Artificial Ant!

5 CONCLUSION

The tree generation algorithms presented provide a variety
of advantages for GP researchers. But the evidence in this
paper suggests that improved fitness results is probably not
one of those advantages. Why then pick an algorithm over
RAMPED HALF-AND-HALFthen? There are several rea-
sons. First, most new algorithms permit the user tospecify
the size desired. For certain applications, this may be a cru-
cial feature, not the least because it allows the user to cre-
ate a size distribution more likely to generate good initial
individuals. Fighting bloat in subtree mutation also makes
size-specification a desirable trait.

Second, some algorithms have special features which may
be useful in different circumstances. For example,PTC1
and PTC2 have additional probabilistic features not de-
scribed in the simplified forms in this paper. Both algo-
rithms permit users to hand-tune exactly the likelihood of
appearance of a given function in the population, for exam-
ple.

The results in this paper were surprising. Uniformity ap-
pears to have little consequence in improving fitness. Cer-
tainly this area deserves more attention to see what addi-
tional features, besides mean tree size,do give evolution
that extra push during the initialization phase. Lastly, while
this paper discussed effects onfitness, it did not delve into
the effects of these algorithms ontree growth, another crit-
ical element in the GP puzzle, and a worthwhile study in its
own right.
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Figure 1: Generation vs. Fitness,RAMPED HALF-AND-
HALF, 11-Boolean Multiplexer Domain
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Figure 2: Generation vs. Fitness,PTC1, 11-Boolean Mul-
tiplexer Domain
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Figure 3: Generation vs. Fitness,PTC2, 11-Boolean Mul-
tiplexer Domain
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Figure 4: Generation vs. Fitness,RANDOMBRANCH, 11-
Boolean Multiplexer Domain
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Figure 5: Generation vs. Fitness,UNIFORM-even, 11-
Boolean Multiplexer Domain
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Figure 6: Generation vs. Fitness,UNIFORM-true , 11-
Boolean Multiplexer Domain
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Figure 7: Mean Initial Tree Size vs. Fitness at Generation
8, 11-Boolean Multiplexer Domain
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Figure 8: Generation vs. Fitness,RAMPED HALF-AND-
HALF, Artificial Ant Domain
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Figure 9: Generation vs. Fitness,PTC1, Artificial Ant Do-
main
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Figure 10: Generation vs. Fitness,PTC2, Artificial Ant
Domain
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Figure 11: Generation vs. Fitness,RANDOMBRANCH, Arti-
ficial Ant Domain
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Figure 12: Generation vs. Fitness,UNIFORM-even, Arti-
ficial Ant Domain
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Figure 13: Generation vs. Fitness,UNIFORM-true , Arti-
ficial Ant Domain
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Figure 14: Mean Initial Tree Size vs. Fitness at Generation
8, Artificial Ant Domain
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Figure 15: Generation vs. Fitness,RAMPED HALF-AND-
HALF, Symbolic Regression Domain
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Figure 16: Generation vs. Fitness,PTC1, Symbolic Re-
gression Domain
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Figure 17: Generation vs. Fitness,PTC2, Symbolic Re-
gression Domain
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Figure 18: Generation vs. Fitness,RANDOMBRANCH,
Symbolic Regression Domain
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Figure 19: Generation vs. Fitness,UNIFORM-even,
Symbolic Regression Domain
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Figure 20: Generation vs. Fitness,UNIFORM-true ,
Symbolic Regression Domain
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Figure 21: Mean Initial Tree Size vs. Fitness at Generation
8, Symbolic Regression Domain


